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How classic distributional semantic models learn
word meaning

Distributional (and distributed) semantic models
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Lucifer Sam, siam cat. Always
sitting by your side Always by your
side. That cat's something I can't
explain. Ginger, ginger, Jennifer
Gentle you're a witch. You're the
left side He's the right side. Oh,
no! That cat's something I can't
explain. Lucifer go to sea. Be a hip
cat, be a ship's cat. Somewhere,
anywhere. That cat's something I
can't explain. At night prowling
sifting sand. Hiding around on the
ground. He'll be found when you're
around. That cat's something I
can't explain

years of linguistic
experience…
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done!

How humans learn word meaning

How humans learn word meaning

here’s the lamb look at the lamb

Word learning: the computational angle

The multimodal skip-gram model
Input stream
the cute cat sat on the mat

stay away from dogs,
they don’t like robots
the sad cow was looking at us

toss me the rabbit!

wild horses couldn’t drag me away

three little piggies went to the market

…

Lazaridou, Pham and Baroni
NAACL 2015

The multimodal skip-gram model

The multimodal skip-gram model

Incremental learning when only linguistic contexts are available

Incremental learning from joint linguistic/visual contexts

three little piggies went to the market

the cute cat sat on the mat

three little went to the market
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More realistic word learning with MMSkipGram

Realistic word learning challenges for MMSkipGram

In collaboration with. . .

Real conversational data (ideally, child-directed speech)

Raquel Fernandez

Angeliki Lazaridou
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peekaboo
peekaboo
peekaboo
ahhah
ahhah
whos this on the hat
i think this is oh thats minniemouse
do you see minniemouse
yes you see minniemouse

Realistic word learning challenges for MMSkipGram

Realistic word learning challenges for MMSkipGram

Referential uncertainty

Learning from minimal exposure (“fast mapping”)

the cute cat sat on the mat

?

moms got a hat on, look

?

The Frank corpus

The Frank corpus

http://langcog.stanford.edu/materials/nipsmaterials.html

Our version

*mot let me have that
%ref: RING
*mot ahhah whats this
%ref: RING HAT
*mot what does mom look like with the hat on
%ref: RING HAT
*mot do i look pretty good with the hat on
%ref: RING HAT
*mot hmm
%ref: RING HAT
*mot hmm
%ref: RING HAT
*mot do i look pretty good
%ref: RING HAT
*mot peekaboo
%ref: RING HAT

let me have that

ahhah whats this

what does mom look like with the hat on

do i look pretty good with the hat on

hmm

Matching words with objects
36 test words, 17 test objects

Model
Best F
MMSkipGram
.75
BEAGLE
.55
PMI
.53
Bayesian CSL
.54
(BEAGLE+PMI
.83)

BEAGLE, PMI: Kievit-Kylar et al. CogSci 2013
Bayesian CSL: Frank et al. NIPS 2007

Generalization to new instances of learned objects

look at the kitty!

MMSkipGram object identification
after a single exposure
word
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17 objects

5K objects
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Adult word learning from minimal exposure to natural
linguistic contexts
In collaboration with. . .

Angeliki Lazaridou

look at the oink!

Marco Marelli

a round of HI learning instances (round 1 from the HI First condition) followed by two more
ds of LI
instances
(rounds
4 and
5 from
HI First).paradigm
This was done to preserve the
overall
The
standard
adult
word
learning
Enter
the

chimeras!

. Example sequence of two learning trials for the word ‘‘zud’’, which meant ‘bear’. The first learning trial (left) is a High
mative trial, in which only two alternatives are displayed; the second (right) is a low informative trial, in which five
atives are displayed. Note that different examples of bears appear, that only one entity is labeled on each trial (i.e., only
onsense word is heard), and that other learning trials for other words intervene.

From Trueswell et al. CogPsy 2013

Textual chimeras

Textual chimeras

Enter the cucumbery!

Cucumber and tomatoes as well as peppers are grown in
greenhouses with much higher yields.
Add any liquid left from the celery together with all the other
ingredients except the breadcrumbs and cheese.
The kitchen garden has a large conservatory with an old vine
and cucumber frames straight out of Beatrix Potter.
Where I’m sitting there’s a delicious smell of fresh celery from
the veg bed next to me.

Ficle and tomatoes as well as peppers are grown in
greenhouses with much higher yields.
Add any liquid left from the ficle together with all the other
ingredients except the breadcrumbs and cheese.
The kitchen garden has a large conservatory with an old vine
and ficle frames straight out of Beatrix Potter.
Where I’m sitting there’s a delicious smell of fresh ficle from the
veg bed next to me.

Probing the chimera conceptual space

Judging relatedness to words

33 chimeras, 6 probes each

chimera

probe

gold relatedness
word
image

cucumber+celery

onion
strawberry
limousine

3.05
2.60
1.20

2.45
2.45
1.00

dishwasher+oven

microwave
kettle
wastebin

3.85
2.10
1.45

3.40
1.75
1.10

Judging relatedness to images

Results
Mixed-models analysis, significant ts

subjects
word probe
55.28
NS
3.55
NS
7.13

image probe
48.43
NS
4.91
NS
7.59

MMSkipGram
word probe
gold relatedness
51.27
passage length (2,4,6)
NS
informativeness
10.49
gold relatedness * passage length
NS
gold relatedness * informativeness
9.56

image probe
33.93
NS
5.47
NS
7.18

gold relatedness
passage length (2,4,6)
informativeness
gold relatedness * passage length
gold relatedness * informativeness

How MMSkipGram visualizes new concepts
Their food consists of virtually any invertebrate small
enough to swallow, including grasshoppers, spiders and
enefies.
Returning home, they were half way through a portion of
lime pickles before finding a 25mm-long enefy in the food.

(caterpillar+cockroach)

How MMSkipGram visualizes new concepts

How MMSkipGram visualizes new concepts
The enefies come in two colour forms - black and a
yellow green, both with yellow markings down each flank.
If capitalism can be credited with historic levels of
prosperity for many, the inner city is the enefy at its heart.

(caterpillar+cockroach)

How MMSkipGram visualizes new concepts

It started with a green salad, followed by a mixed grill with
rice, chips and scrunts.
I may be wrong but I don’t think scrunts would give their
farmers the same profit margin as opium poppies.

If we insert a gene for making oil of peppermint, we’ll end
up with peppermint flavoured scrunts.
The field was resown with ordinary scrunt, which only
now is starting to make headway.

(potato+turnip)

(potato+turnip)

Cross-situational learning

Incremental learning
at the linguistic/visual feature level

Look at the little zud!
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The next SemEval
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